Jabra
Elite Sport

Quick start guide

GN Making Life Sound Better
Meet the app

Customize earbud settings
Manage your workouts with real-time coaching
Test and analyze your fitness level

Jabra Sport Life

Download on the App Store
Get it on Google Play
What's in the box

Jabra Elite Sport

On-the-go charging case

Micro-USB cable

EarGels™

Foam Tips (squeeze to fit)

EarWings™
Get started
Superior sound starts with a superior fit

1 Customize fit  |  2 Insert  |  3 Sound check
1 Customize fit

Select an EarGel or Foam Tip
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Boosts music & call quality

Select an EarWing
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Enhances fit & heartrate sensor
2 Insert

Insert the earbud into your ear.

Rotate the earbud to fit snug inside your ear canal.

Tuck the tip of the EarWing into the ridge of your ear.
3 Sound check
Pair your Jabra Elite Sport with your smartphone and fire up your favorite song. Check that the sound quality is crystal clear and that the bass is deep and powerful.

For optimal performance, try each of the different EarGels, Foam Tips and EarWings - a proper seal of the ear canal is essential.

Pair to your phone
Hold 3 seconds to turn on the earbud. Follow the voice instructions.
Hold 3 seconds to turn on the earbud.
Recharge on-the-go

Up to 3 Hours battery

2 Recharges on-the-go

Low battery? 20 min charge is 1 hour of music

Enjoy up to 9 hours on-the-go

The charging case recharges your Jabra Elite Sport up to 2 times.
Controls

Double-tap for HearThrough

Pay attention to what’s around you and engage in conversation without needing to remove Jabra Elite Sport from your ears.
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MADE IN CHINA
MODEL: OTE050 CPB050

Declaration of Conformity can be found on www.jabra.com/CP/US/declarations-of-conformity